VIEW AND PRACTICE OF BUDDHISM’S
THREE YANAS WITH BART MENDEL
A non-residential teaching retreat with Bart Mendel

MARCH 30-31, 2019 | SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA

Bart Mendel has been a Buddhist practitioner and teacher
for over 40 years and has taught extensively throughout
the US, Canada and Europe. From years of mixing the
dharma with an endless stampede of worldly challenges,
Bart's teaching style has evolved into a natural blend of
eloquence, insight and humor. His teachers include

Registration is required to reserve a spot. The retreat fee covers both days,

Chogyam Trumgpa Rinpoche and the 14th Shamarpa..

including lunch, but does not include payment to the teacher who provides the teachings
on a donation basis. Details of teacher donations will be provided at the retreat. Please
be generous!

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
*This teaching, appropriate for students of all levels, is an excellent introduction to the
breadth of the various Buddhist traditions. Our sponsors underwrite fees to make the
teachings available to all who wish to attend, regardless of ability to pay.
The Buddha was acutely aware of the varying capacities, inclinations, and aspirations of
his followers, and gave them personal teachings to suit their various needs. These later
became grouped into the Theravada, Mahayana, and Vajrayana traditions – the three
yanas of Buddhism, each with its own threefold logic of ground, path and fruition. While
different in application, all the Buddha’s teachings have the same goal – overcoming ego
and the ensuing suffering it causes.
Dharma Teacher Bart Mendel returns to Bodhi Path-SLO with this quintessential teaching
that explains the essential points of each yana from the perspective of both practice and
study. While this is an intermediate-level teaching, it will also serve as an excellent
introduction for those curious about Buddhism in general or theTibetan tradition.

SCHEDULE
Saturday and Sunday, March 30-31. Sessions will be from 9 AM to 12 PM and 2 PM to
5 PM each day. Tea, snacks and lunch will be provided.

REGISTRATION
Standard Registration, Both Days - $50
Sponsoring Registration, Both Days - $100
*Newcomer/Financial Need Registration - $0

ONLINE REGISTRATION:
http://slobodhipath.org/events/view-and-practice-of-buddhismsthree-yanas-with-bart-mendel/

BODHI PATH SAN LUIS OBISPO
3484 Gregory Court San Luis Obispo CA 93401

QUESTIONS?
www.bodhipath.org/slo/ sanluisobispo@bodhipath.org

